Your ultimate guide
to success in 2022
11 levers to pull on to help your
business thrive

Embracing uncertainty and
realising opportunities
Despite major uncertainty and
complexity in 2021, automotive
retailers embraced change,
adapted to ever-more digital
ways and set new standards in
operating through challenging
circumstances.
Galvanised by the need to make
customers lives easier, huge leaps
forward were made in enabling
more of the buying process to take
place online.
2022 will bring further innovation,
challenges and change. But one
thing that will never change is our
commitment to empowering our

partners. That’s why we’ve created
this ultimate guide to success in
2022. Check out the 11 levers you
can pull on to help your dealership
thrive.
Don’t forget, we’ve got over 200
Retailer Development & Support
colleagues always working to help
you achieve your goals and break
down challenges. If you need
anything, just ask.

Helping you turn...

Volatility

Visibility

Uncertainty

Understanding

Complexity

Clarity

Ambiguity

Action

Request a call back

Call us on 0345 111 0002
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The behaviours that linked the top
performing retailers in 2021
Before we get into the top tips to be successful in 2022, it’s important to look at the behaviours of
what made retailers successful in 2021.

They embraced change
and adapted, fast
In the face of change, there’s
really only two options;
compete or complain. The most
successful retailers embraced
change and used it to their
advantage.

They used data to make
smarter, faster business
decisions
In a market so volatile, it’s
impossible to rely on instinct
or experience alone. The most
successful retailers used realtime market data to inform all
of their business decisions from
sourcing to pricing strategies.

They optimised margin vs
speed of sale

They used technology to
automate processes

They enabled more of the
buying process online

Margin and speed of sale can
vary dramatically depending
on your stock profile, so there
is no one size fits all approach
here. But the most successful
retailers maximised their
profitability by optimising
these metrics.

Technology reduces manual
work and used correctly
can enhance the customer
experience. Retailers using
technology to automate
processes saved on average
1,274 working days in manual
tasks and automated £343,000
worth of additional stock
updates.

2 out of 3 buyers now want to
complete most of the process
online. And 72% of buyers now
find it appealing to buy their
next vehicle totally online,
unseen and remotely. That
means enabling customers
to reserve the vehicle online,
agree their part-ex price,
arrange finance and delivery
and more. The most successful
retailers have already started
putting some of, if not all of
these experiences in place.
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Set clear goals and stay on top
of the market at all times
In terms of sales and profits for retailers, the last two years have been a rollercoaster to
say the least. Completely closed one month with minimal sales then record sales volumes
in another month. Looking back on this period gives us limited indications on future
performance. Rather than looking back at year-on-year or month-on-month performance,
it’s crucial to have a plan for success based on the market, your goals and objectives right
now.
The live market data you have at your fingertips in Portal gives you more power to do this.
Your Market Insight tool means you can easily view national or local trends in real-time to
help you spot opportunities and make smarter business decisions faster. If your business
goals are out of line with the market right now, it’s time for a reset.

RECOMMENDATIONS
U

Complete a strategy building
masterclass to discover
how to create a plan that’s
aligned to the market

U

Book a business goals and
margins making consultation
with our experts

U

Use Market Insight in Portal
to track supply, demand and
market health

U

Make the most of Retail
Check and Retail Accelerator
to follow marketing pricing

Our experts are always ready to help you exceed your business goals and grow margin.
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Advertising excellence
as a minimum
Brilliant advertising will always be one of your most effective levers for success on Auto
Trader.
And if you’re not investing enough time and effort into it, now is the time to reconsider,
especially with digital playing a bigger role in consumers decision making than ever
before. That means making the vehicle the star, with lots of imagery, video and high
quality description.

RECOMMENDATIONS
U

Complete an advertising
masterclass to achieve
advertising excellence

U

Request a personalised
performance consultation
with our experts

U

Get our ultimate guide to
taking brilliant images and
creating engaging videos
that sell

If you don’t do it, but your competitor down the road does, then it could be the difference
between making and missing sales.
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Be where your buyers are,
all the time

RECOMMENDATIONS
U

*if you’re not logged into Portal, please log in
first then re-click this button

With more of the buying journey happening online than ever before, if your vehicles aren’t
online, they’re not for sale.
U

But it’s not enough to simply ‘be online’. You need to be in the right places online, the
places where your customers spend most of their time researching. With over 75% of all
time spent on UK automotive sites spent on Auto Trader, we help you get seen by as many
potential buyers as you need to reach your goals.

Try out our package
simulator to see how much
extra response you can
expect by increasing your
package*

Request a personalised
performance consultation
with our experts

In an ever-increasingly competitive market, stock that stands out for the right reasons
gets seen, and when it gets seen it gets sold. Our advertising packages enable you to
choose the prominence you get on Auto Trader.
Make sure your digital forecourt is always optimised to achieve your goals.
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Get comfortable with
distance selling

RECOMMENDATIONS
U

Get our ultimate guide to
distance selling, supported
by distance selling
regulations expert Peter
Stonely

U

Complete a distance selling
masterclass and get certified

Much of that behaviour was driven by the pandemic and the rapid rise of home delivery.
But it’s also accelerated by the growth of online retailers heavily promoting services like
home delivery and 14-day money back guarantees. It reduces the risk for customers and
gives them the confidence to purchase remotely.

U

Discover Market Extension,
enabling you to sell your
stock anywhere, nationwide

Growing consumer confidence and demand for these services will further increase market
competition. This means you’ll need adjust your approach to protect your share of sales in
your local market and consider a strategy to conquest sales from outside your local area.

U

Check out Guaranteed PartExchange, so you can handle
the part-exchange remotely

Nearly half of all buyers are now willing to purchase their next vehicle from retailers
more than 50 miles away from their home.1

Sound challenging? Don’t worry, we’ve got the insight, tools and support that give you
the power to achieve it.
1: Auto Trader consumer research, 46% of consumers searching on Auto Trader are willing to buy from retailers over 50
miles away.
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Offer flexible convenience
for the handover

RECOMMENDATIONS
U

Activate the Home Delivery
and Click & Collect flags to
promote these services in
your adverts

U

Access your logistics
marketplace in Portal to
list any vehicles that need
delivering, so you can save
time and money

U

Make the handover process
easier by handling the partexchange remotely with
Guaranteed Part-Exchange

U

Discover Market Extension,
enabling you to sell your
stock anywhere, nationwide

Whether your goal is to unlock new markets nationwide or simply offer the best
experience to customers in your local market, make sure the handover experience is as
easy and enjoyable as possible.
Home delivery and click & collect services took off during the early lockdowns and they’re
here to stay. Our latest TV advert even featured home delivery, leading to a significant
increase in consumers visiting your adverts with home delivery in mind. Have you activated
the home delivery and click & collect flags in your adverts to indicate that you offer these
services?
Not got the time or resource to deliver vehicles yourself? We’ve got you covered. You’ve
got access to the UK’s #1 vehicle logistics marketplace in Portal. Just click the ‘Moving’
tab to use the service, then you can list any vehicle that needs delivering from A to B. Over
350 trusted suppliers can bid their best price for the move, saving you on average £26 per
delivery.
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Cast your net wider when
sourcing stock

RECOMMENDATIONS
U

Discover Guaranteed PartExchange to help you source
more stock directly through
part-exchanges

U

Use Dealer Auction to access
the biggest digital source of
wholesale stock

That will drive more competition for all types of stock as retailers adapt their strategies to
secure stock from various channels. It all points to sourcing challenges intensifying even
further throughout 2022. We’ve seen retailers have great success when ripping up their
traditional sourcing playbook and seeking out new opportunities to acquire stock through
different avenues.

U

Learn how we’re helping
to unlock more stock for
retailers and how you can
benefit

We know sourcing is a major challenge, that’s why we’re always working on new ways to
unlock more sourcing opportunities for you.

U

Use Market Insight in Portal
to identify supply and
demand trends 

With new car constraints expected to continue deep into 2022, competition for ULEZ
compliant 2-5 year old vehicles will become even greater.
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Use data and think ‘retail-back’ to
price and source more profitably
At the time of writing, retailers across the UK are missing out on a combined £124 million
in lost profit opportunity by UNDERPRICING their stock vs the live retail market.1
Using real-time data to support your pricing decisions means you’ll never leave profit
on the table and optimise your speed of sale. When sourcing stock, many of the most
profitable retailers operate with a ‘retail-back’ methodology. This means using the retail
price to inform the price you pay when sourcing a vehicle.
With consumers more informed than ever when it comes to vehicle pricing, there really is
no other valuation that matters other than the retail price. If you overpay then overprice
your stock, there’s a very high chance the vehicle will take much longer to sell, costing you
further £’s in overage costs.

RECOMMENDATIONS
U

Complete a ‘retail-back’
masterclass to help you
source and price right

U

Complete a pricing to market
masterclass

U

Use Market Insight in Portal
to uncover supply and
demand trends

U

Make the most of our ‘Retail
Rating’ and ‘Performance
Rating’ metrics to support
your decisions

Real-time data will be your competitive advantage to making more profitable sourcing
and pricing decisions.
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Automate your stock
management to save time
If you advertise across multiple sales channels and spend big chunks of time
continuously updating the status of your stock across all of them, then it’s time to make
that a thing of the past.

RECOMMENDATIONS
U

Discover Auto Trader
Connect and get access now

U

Complete the essentials
to connected retailing
masterclass

U

Check out how Parkway
Motor Group are saving
valuable time and money
with Auto Trader Connect

U

Check out how MSC Motors
are using Auto Trader to drive
better margins and improve
the customer experience

Auto Trader Connect, now included in all packages enables you to automate your stock
management, updating all of your key selling channels in real-time.
You’ll save yourself hours of time every week, increase your margins and improve the
customer experience.
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Always take a digital first approach
to the customer experience

RECOMMENDATIONS
U

Get our car buyers' report
to discover our top tips to
optimise each stage of the
customer journey

U

Complete a masterclass for
brilliant advertising

2 out of every 3 customers want to do most of the buying process online. And 72% are even
willing to buy purely online, without ever seeing the vehicle. That gives retailers a massive
opportunity to achieve competitive advantage over their rivals by enabling the customer
to do as much of the buying process as they want digitally.

U

Enable the part-exchange
to take place online with
Guaranteed Part-Exchange

For most customers, the experience won’t be 100% digital or 100% offline, it will be a blend
of the two. The most successful retailers will be the ones who make that experience
seamless and easy for their customers. That all starts with creating brilliant adverts
that give customers confidence in the vehicle. High quality dealer reviews that give them
confidence in the retailer. Then a mix of the right digital tools that give them confidence in
the transaction.

U

Activate Home Delivery &
Click & Collect flags in your
adverts

U

Discover Market Extension,
enabling you to sell your
stock anywhere, nationwide

Your customers are spending more time online than ever before.

So make sure your forecourt is always digital first to avoid missing out on sales to your
competitors.
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Consider your strategy
for electric vehicles
2021 will be looked back upon as the year of the electric vehicle.

RECOMMENDATIONS
U

Check out our Road to 2030
report for in-depth insight
into EV growth

U

Use Market Insight in Portal to
unearth supply and demand
trends for EV’s in your market

The market has progressed beyond the early adopter phase and electric vehicles (EV’s)
are now a serious viable alternative for many consumers. When we look at the data from
our platform, the rate of growth in demand for EV’s is enormous. 1 in 5 consumers are now
looking at EV’s – that’s 3x more than December 2020 – and importantly, the supply of EV’s
on our platform is 4x greater than the previous year.
When you consider the number of new EV’s arriving in 2022, it’s clearly a case of when, not
if, the barriers around adoption and affordability will be broken down. We’re not saying
every retailer should start stocking EV’s. It might not be the right thing for your business or
target market right now.
But with this explosion in EV popularity and EV’s forecast to account for c. 1 in 3 vehicles by
2025, it’s likely something you’ll want to be ahead of the curve with.
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Be prepared for constant
and even faster change

RECOMMENDATIONS
U

Request a personalised
consultation from our
experts to help drive your
performance

U

Complete Retailer
Performance Masterclasses
to sell your stock 10% faster

U

Keep your finger on the
pulse by joining our regular
webinars

U

Get the latest trends on new
& used cars summarised
in our monthly market
intelligence reports

The rapid pace of change we’ve experienced in automotive and most industries will
continue as consumer behaviours continually evolve.
That means it’s essential for all of us to be prepared to embrace change and adapt
quickly. Whether that means bringing even more of the buying experience online or
embracing new technology to drive operational efficiencies.
Whatever the change, we’re always working hard behind the scenes to give you the
power to stay ahead.
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The consumer continues to change,
are you changing with them?
Today’s consumer is increasingly digital. They’re confident and willing to purchase online
from retailers anywhere nationwide, without ever seeing the vehicle. Whilst a growing
audience of younger buyers who have grown up in the digital world will demand high
quality, seamless digital experiences .

Are you equipped to handle the digital consumer?

of consumers want to do most
of the buying experience online

of consumers now find buying
online appealing

Nearly half of consumers
are now willing to buy from
retailers over 50 miles away

of all time spent on UK
automotive sites is spent on
Auto Trader
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Let’s keep evolving together
The last two years have empowered consumers to expect the freedom to shop
however they want, mixing digital and physical touch points throughout their
buying journey.
For many, it’s not 100% digital and it’s not 100% physical, it’s a seamless blend
of the two. The key is being everywhere they are, so you never miss a sale. Our
data, insight, tools and technology make that easier and more rewarding than
ever before.
If you’d like to discuss any of the insight shared, we have over 200 experts
relentlessly focussed on supporting our retailer partners.
Request a personalised consultation by completing this short form or call us
on 0345 111 0002.
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